Pervaaz Urdu Language Learning Curriculum
Making Urdu Learning Fun (with Digital Urdu!)

Every academic year, our curriculum is designed based on a specific theme, keeping in mind how language learning and culture can be integrated at all levels of learning. The theme includes multiple topics which cover everyday spoken Urdu language in the U.S. The curriculum is also designed being mindful of the Pakistani and greater South Asian culture that goes along with Urdu Language.

Throughout the semester the students learn Urdu in an engaging way. Our trained teachers and educators focus on making these classes interactive and enjoyable for students of all ages and comprehension levels. They use all modes of communication to introduce the language vocabulary and phrases to the students. Teachers use PowerPoint, Flashcards, pictures, videos and previous class sessions to introduce Urdu vocabulary to the students.

The students complete worksheets, do interactive activities and play online educational Urdu games to improve their pronunciation and language retention.

Starting August 2022, we have also introduced digital Urdu writing for Social Media apps. Using Android or Apple devices, we are showing our students how to type messages in Urdu script. Surprise your friends and family members with a message in Urdu script!

At the end of every semester the students make a presentation in Urdu using the language learned throughout the semester. This is a summative assessment which helps the teacher in assessing the students language skills. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions.
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